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Intense, ultrashort laser pulses propagating in the atmosphere have been observed to emit sub-THz electro-
magnetic pulses(EMPS). The purpose of this paper is to analyze EMP generation from the interaction of
ultrashort laser pulses with air and with dielectric surfaces and to determine the efficiency of conversion of
laser energy to EMP energy. In our self-consistent model the laser pulse partially ionizes the medium, forms a
plasma filament, and through the ponderomotive forces associated with the laser pulse, drives plasma currents
which are the source of the EMP. The propagating laser pulse evolves under the influence of diffraction, Kerr
focusing, plasma defocusing, and energy depletion due to electron collisions and ionization. Collective effects
and recombination processes are also included in the model. The duration of the EMP in air, at a fixed point,
is found to be a few hundred femtoseconds, i.e., on the order of the laser pulse duration plus the electron
collision time. For steady state laser pulse propagation the flux of EMP energy is nonradiative and axially
directed. Radiative EMP energy is present only for nonsteady state or transient laser pulse propagation. The
analysis also considers the generation of EMP on the surface of a dielectric on which an ultrashort laser pulse
is incident. For typical laser parameters, the power and energy conversion efficiency from laser radiation to
EMP radiation in both air and from dielectric surfaces is found to be extremely small,,10−8. Results of
full-scale, self-consistent, numerical simulations of atmospheric and dielectric surface EMP generation are
presented. A recent experiment on atmospheric EMP generation is also simulated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Propagation of intense, ultrashort laser pulses in the atmo-
sphere has demonstrated a wide range of phenomena that
may have a variety of applications. The observations include
formation and stable, long-distance propagation of optical
and plasma filaments, “white” light generation, and emission
of sub-THz electromagnetic pulses[1–18]. Terahertz radia-
tion has a wide range of applications in areas such as chemi-
cal identification, biomedical diagnostics, and dielectric mea-
surements. In addition, tomographic imaging using THz
radiation has potential applications in biomedical research,
security screening, and remote sensing. Terahertz radiation is
also generated by backward wave oscillators[19], gyrotrons
[20], free-electron lasers[21], difference-frequency mixing
in nonlinear media[22], photoconductive switches[23], tun-
able optical parametric oscillators[24], semiconductor lasers
[25], optically pumped THz lasers[26], dc to ac converters
[27], and Cherenkov wakes in magnetized plasmas[28].

Recently, it has been observed that a broadband electro-
magnetic pulse(EMP) of terahertz radiation can be generated
within the plasma filaments formed by an ultrashort
s,100 fsecd, high-intensity s,1013–1014 W/cm2d laser
pulse propagating in air[14,17]. In these experiments the
laser pulse was sufficiently intense to create a plasma fila-
ment through multiphoton ionization of air. The plasma den-
sity within the filament was observed to be,1016 cm−3. This

density corresponds to a plasma wavelength of,330 mm
and a plasma frequency of,0.9 THz.

In this paper we analyze and numerically simulate the
EMP produced by the interaction of ultrashort laser pulses
with air and dielectric surfaces, and determine the conversion
efficiency from the laser pulse energy to EMP. Atmospheric
EMP is generated when a short, intense laser pulse ionizes
the air and forms a plasma filament. The plasma filament
extends behind and its front travels with the laser pulse as
indicated in Fig. 1. The duration of the plasma current which
drives the EMP is limited by the electron collision frequency.
For a plasma density ofne,1016 cm−3, the electron collision
frequency isne,531012 sec−1 (for Te=1 eV), and the du-
ration of the plasma current is,1/ne,200 fsec. The dura-
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for atmospheric EMP generation. An
ultrashort laser pulse ionizes the air and forms a plasma filament.
The ponderomotive forces associated with the laser pulse envelope
drive radial and axial currents,Jr andJz, respectively, which are the
source of EMP. The laser pulse distorts due to ionization and the
optical Kerr effect. The filament is modulated at the plasma wave-
lengthlp. The axial EMP electric field outside the filament is small
due to shielding by surface charges at the air-plasma boundary.
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tion of the EMP in air, at a fixed point, is a few hundred
femtoseconds, i.e., the laser pulse duration plus the electron
collision time. The spatial gradients associated with the laser
pulse envelope as well as electron collisions lead to pondero-
motive forces on the plasma electrons. These forces cause
the electrons to oscillate, setting up plasma currents. The
axial and transverse components of plasma current pulse
have velocities close to the group velocity of the laser pulse.
This is similar to the laser driven excitation of plasma waves
in the laser wakefield accelerator(LWFA) [29]. In the LWFA
plasma oscillations occur at the local plasma frequency. In
general the various field components of the plasma oscilla-
tions are coupled, as are the axial and transverse plasma
currents. These induced plasma currents, which travel with
the laser pulse, are the source of the atmospheric EMP. The
axial extent of the EMP is limited, and consequently, the
spectrum of the EMP pulse can be broad. However, the char-
acteristic frequency of the EMP measured outside of the
plasma filament is determined by the laser pulse duration and
not the local plasma frequency.

The results of our analysis for atmospheric EMP genera-
tion can be summarized as follows. For steady state propa-
gation, in which the laser pulse and plasma filament are static
in the group velocity frame of the laser pulse, the plasma
current source travels with a velocity equal to the laser pulse
group velocity. Since the group velocity is necessarily less
than the speed of light, there is no EMP radiation generated.
The absence of radial EMP emission in the steady state is
one of several fundamental differences between our results
and those of Chenget al., reported in Refs.[30,31].

In the model of Ref.[30], several assumptions were made
which lead to incorrect conclusions. Of fundamental impor-
tance is the fact that in a steady state situation, it is not
possible to generate a radiative field via an excitation which
travels with a velocity less than the speed of light in the
medium. Chenget al. consider a steady state situation in
which the driving laser pulse travels with a group velocity
vg,c. In this case, the driven response will have Fourier
components with phase velocities equal tovg, and therefore
produces no radiation. Chenget al., inconsistently assume
that the EMP source(plasma current) driven by the laser
pulse is spatially uniform and oscillates in time at the plasma
frequency. Effectively, they assume that the source has infi-
nite phase velocity and, as a result, obtain a radiative field. In
our model, the Fourier components of the plasma current in
the steady state have phase velocities equal to the laser pulse
group velocity, and therefore do not radiate. The absence of
EMP in the steady state is analogous to the lack of Cheren-
kov radiation when the velocity of a charged particle is less
than the velocity of light in the medium[32]. In addition to
this, we consider the nonsteady state regime and derive con-
ditions for radiation.

Chenget al. retain the effect of radiation pressure from
collisions but neglect the ponderomotive force on the elec-
trons due to the gradient of the laser envelope. Their neglect
of the ponderomotive force was based on an incorrect esti-
mate of its magnitude. They incorrectly calculate the pon-
deromotive force based on the length of the plasma filament
s,1 cmd instead of the length of the laser pulses,3 mmd.
For their assumed parameters, the ponderomotive force is in

fact much larger than the radiation pressure. In our model,
we include the ponderomotive force, radiation pressure
force, as well as a contribution due to ionization. The radial
component of the plasma current in the filament can lead to
surface charges on the plasma-air boundary. The surface
charge density is strongly dependent on the collisionality of
the plasma. In the weakly collisional regime the surface
charge leads to greatly reduced EMP fields beyond the fila-
ment.

Under conditions of nonsteady state(transient) propaga-
tion, the plasma currents can generate EMP having a radial
energy flux. For nonsteady state pulse propagation, the
plasma currents can have Fourier components with phase
velocities greater than the laser pulse group velocity. These
Fourier components can generate radiative EMP, analogous
to Cherenkov radiation. A condition for generating radiative
EMP in the transient regime is derived and the differing char-
acteristics of EMP in the steady state and transient propaga-
tion regimes are discussed in detail and illustrated with simu-
lations. For typical atmospheric conditions and laser
parameters it is found that the efficiency of the EMP genera-
tion from laser-atmospheric interaction, i.e., the ratio of the
EMP energy to the laser pulse energy, is extremely small.

In addition to atmospheric EMP generation we consider
EMP from the interaction of short laser pulses with dielectric
surfaces. The source of the EMP on the surfaces of the di-
electric is the oscillating plasma sheet formed by the ioniza-
tion process as well as an optical rectification process. Our
analysis of EMP generation on the surfaces of a dielectric
indicates that the conversion efficiency is extremely small.

This paper is organized as follows. The general equations
describing the evolution of the driving laser pulse and EMP
in air are derived in Sec. II. Also in Sec. II, an estimate of the
EMP power conversion efficiency is derived and an analysis
of the steady state and transient propagation regimes pre-
sented. In Sec. III EMP generation from a dielectric surface
on which a laser pulse is incident is analyzed. Section IV
presents self-consistent numerical simulations showing laser
pulse propagation, plasma filament formation, and EMP gen-
eration in air and on dielectric surfaces. A summary of the
results and concluding remarks is found in Sec. V.

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE GENERATION IN AIR

In this section we derive the general equations for the
generation of EMP radiation from laser-induced plasma cur-
rents in air. For the parameters of interest, the driving laser
pulse intensity is sufficiently high that it partially ionizes the
air and forms a plasma filament behind the laser pulse. An
equation for the amplitude of the driving laser pulse is de-
rived that includes the effects of diffraction, Kerr focusing,
plasma defocusing, electron collisions, and laser pulse en-
ergy depletion caused by ionization. The plasma currents
within the filament are driven by the ponderomotive forces
associated with the laser pulse and are described by a set of
cold fluid equations which include the effects of multiphoton
ionization, electron-neutral elastic collisions, and electron
recombination/attachment. In our model an axially symmet-
ric laser-plasma configuration is assumed and stimulated Ra-
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man scattering of the laser pulse and other instabilities are
not considered[33,34].

A. Driving laser pulse

For a self-consistent description of EMP generation the
spatial and temporal evolution of the driving laser pulse is
needed. The ponderomotive forces, which are proportional to
the energy density of the driving laser pulse, induce low
frequency plasma currents which in turn generate EMP. The
driving laser pulse is assumed to be many optical wave-
lengths long and to have a spot size that is large compared to
the wavelength. The transverse laser fields are given by

ELsr ,td = ELsr ,tdexpfisk0z− votdgêx/2 + c.c., s1ad

BLsr ,td = BLsr ,tdexpfisk0z− votdgêy/2 + c.c., s1bd

wherevo is the carrier frequency,ko=vo/c is the wave num-
ber, êxsêydis a unit vector in thexsyd direction, and c.c. de-
notes the complex conjugate. In Eq.(1a) EL is the slowly
varying complex electric field amplitude satisfying
uEL

−1]EL /]tu!vo and uEL
−1]EL /]zu!ko. The transverse mag-

netic field amplitude isBL>f1−isc/v0ds] /]z+c−1] /]tdgEL.
The axial electric and magnetic fields of magnitude
,sc/vodu]EL /]xu and ,sc/vodu]EL /]yu, respectively, which
are associated with the transverse laser fields in Eqs.(1), are
small and are neglected.

Making use of the electron cold fluid equations, the trans-
verse current densityJL=q nevL induced by the laser pulse is
given by

] JL

] t
+ neJL =

vp
2sr ,td
4p

EL, s2d

wherene=nen+nei is the electron collision frequency,nen is
the electron-neutral collision frequency,nei is the electron-
ion collision frequency,vpsr ,td=f4pq2nesr ,td /mg1/2 is the
local plasma frequency,q is the electronic charge,vL is the
quiver velocity in the laser field, andne is the electron den-
sity in the plasma filament which is formed by photoioniza-
tion. It is assumed that the ions are immobile on the time
scale of interest. In general, the electron densityne includes
contributions from plasma oscillations as well as the ioniza-
tion process. The solution of Eq.(2) for the first-order trans-
verse current density induced by the laser field is

JLsr ,td = JLsr ,tdexpfiskoz− votdgêx/2 + c.c., s3d

where JL>si /4pvodf1−si /vods] /]t+nedgsvp
2ELd, where we

have assumed thatvo@ne.
The electron-neutral collision frequency is given bynen

=nns0skBTe/md1/2, wherenn=nno−ne is the neutral density
(singly ionized plasma), nno is the ambient neutral density,kB
is the Boltzmann constant, ands0<5310−15 cm2 is a typi-
cal value for the scattering cross section[35]. In practical
units the expression can be written asnenfsec−1g<2
310−7nn fcm−3gsTefeVgd1/2. For a neutral air density ofnn

=nno=2.731019 cm−3 and temperatureTe=1 eV, the elec-
tron collision frequency isnen<5.731012 sec−1. Note that
for a plasma density ofne,1016 cm−3, the electron-neutral

collision frequency and plasma frequency are comparable,
nen,vp. Taking the Coulomb logarithm to be equal to 10,
the electron-ion collision frequency[35] is neifsec−1g<3
310−5nifcm−3gsTefeVgd−3/2, for singly ionized plasma, i.e.,
ne=ni. In an intense laser field the electron temperature in the
expressions fornen and nei must be replaced by the laser
oscillation energy.

1. Plasma current

The propagation of the driving laser pulse is strongly in-
fluence by the plasma filament. The plasma dynamics are
described by the nonrelativistic, cold fluid equations

] ne

] t
+ = · snevd = nionnn − brecom ne

2 − battachnenn
2, s4ad

] v

] t
+ sv · =dv =

q

m
SE +

v 3 B

c
D − nev

− S ] ne

] t
+ = · snevdDv/ne, s4bd

wherev is the electron fluid velocity,nion is the ionization
rate, brecom is the recombination coefficient, andbattach is
the attachment coefficient. In obtaining Eq.(4) we have as-
sumed that the electrons immediately after ionization have
zero velocity, i.e., the electrons are born at rest and above
threshold ionization effects are ignored.

For the parameters of interest here the ionization process
is principally due to multiphoton ionization and the corre-
sponding rate can be fitted analytically by[36]

nion =
2pvo

s, − 1d!
S ILsr,z,td

IMP
D,

, s5d

where the integer,ø intsUion/"vo+1d refers to the effective
number of photons absorbed by the molecule in the ioniza-
tion process,Uion is the ionization energy,IL is the laser
intensity, andIMP="vo

2/sMP, with sMP an empirically deter-
mined ionization cross section. At laser intensities of
,1014 W/cm2 or above tunneling ionization becomes impor-
tant. For a laser wavelength oflo=0.8 mms" vo=1.54 eVd
in air, the multiphoton ionization order of O2 is ,=8, and the
characteristic intensity is determined empirically to beIMP
,1014 W/cm2 for pulses with durations,100 fsec [16].
Since the intensity ratio in Eq.(5) is raised to the eighth
power, the ionization rate is an exceedingly sensitive func-
tion of the laser intensity and the value of the parameterIMP.
The scaling of the ionization rate in Eq.(5) with laser inten-
sity is the same as that given in Ref.[37]. Since the numeri-
cal value of the Keldysh formula in Ref.[37] differs from the
experimental value, we use the empirical cross section
quoted above. A similar approach was adopted in Ref.[38] to
obtain an empirical formula for the multiphoton ionization
rate. For a laser intensity ofIL=731013 W/cm2, laser wave-
length of lo=0.8 mmsvo=2.431015 sec−1d, and ionization
order of,=8, the ionization rate isnion,231011 sec−1. The
ionization rate, however, is an extremely sensitive function
of the laser intensity. The recombination time is given by
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trecom=1/brecomne. Taking brecomfcm3/secg<2
310−8sTefeVgd−1/2 [14], ne=1016 cm−3, andTe=1 eV, the re-
combination timetrecom,5 nsec. The attachment coefficient
battach of electrons on oxygen molecules is discussed in Ref.
[39]. For an electron temperature of,1 eV the attachment
coefficient is battach,3.4310−31 cm6/sec and the attach-
ment time istattach=1/battachnn

2,4 nsec. The duration of the
plasma filament is on the order of the shorter of the two time
scales,trecom andtattach, i.e., minftrecom,tattachg.

Combining Eqs.(4a) and (4b) results in an equation for
the electron plasma current density,J=q nev, given by[40]

] J

] t
+ neJ =

vp
2

4p
E + S, s6d

whereSsr ,z,td is the nonlinear driving term. The first term
on the right-hand side of Eq.(6) is associated with collective
effects while the second term represents the driving pondero-
motive force due to the laser pulse. The duration of the
plasma current density is limited to,1/ne,200 fsec for
ne=1016 cm−3. To second order in the laser field amplitude,

S=
q

mc
JL 3 BL − q−1s= ·JLdJL/ne − q−1sJL · =dsJL/ned.

s7d

When the laser spot size is large compared to the plasma
filament spot size, i.e.,Ro@ rp, the ponderomotive source
term in Eq.(7) can be simplified. This is a valid approxima-
tion in the case of higher order multiphoton ionization where
the ionization rate is a strong function of laser intensity. In
this limit the axial component of the source termSz is given
by

Szsr,z,td < −
q

16pm

vp
2sr,z,td

vo
2 S ]

] z
−

2ne

c
−

2

cvp
2

] vp
2

] t
D

3uELsr,z,tdu2. s8d

Note that the axial source term contains the ponderomotive
force due to the spatial gradient of the laser pulse envelope,
radiation pressure due to electron collisions, as well as
changes in the electron density from ionization. The trans-
verse component of the source term, for the laser pulse lin-
early polarized in thex direction, is

S' < −
q

16pm

vp
2sr,z,td

vo
2 Sêr

]

] r
+ êx

2

vp
2

] vp
2

] x
DuELsr,z,tdu2,

s9d

whereêr is a unit vector in the radial direction. Note that the
transverse part of the source term has a component in thex
direction. For a circularly polarized laser pulse the axial
component of the source term is given by Eq.(8) with EL
replaced withÎ2EL and the transverse component is purely
radial and given by

S' < −
q

8pm

vp
2sr,z,td

vo
2 S ]

] r
+

1

vp
2

] vp
2

] r
DuELsr,z,tdu2êr .

s10d

The axially symmetric circularly polarized laser field has
been assumed to be of the formEL=ELexpfiskoz−votdgsêx

− iêyd /2+c.c.

2. Laser pulse amplitude

To obtain the ponderomotive source term self-
consistently, an equation describing the evolution of the driv-
ing laser pulse is needed. For this purpose it is useful to
transform to the group velocity frame in which the indepen-
dent variables arez and t= t−z/vg, where vg denotes the
linear group velocity of the laser pulse, and is defined later.
In terms of the new independent variablessz,td the deriva-
tives are given by] /]t→] /]t and] /]z→] /]z−vg

−1] /]t. In
the variablessz,r ,td the laser pulse evolves slowly, i.e., is
nearly stationary. The wave equation for the complex laser
amplitudeELsr ,z,td in the new independent variables takes
the form [36]

] ELsr,z,td
] z

=
i

2

c

vo
F¹'

2 +
vo

2nK

4pc

nn

nno
uELu2 −

vpo
2 sr,z,td

c2

3S1 − i
ne

vo
D + 8pi

vo

c2

Uion

uELu2
] neo

] t
GELsr,z,td.

s11d

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.(11) is the La-
placian operator which is responsible for diffractive spread-
ing of the laser beam. The second term is proportional to the
nonlinear Kerr refractive indexnK and can lead to nonlinear
self-focusing[40,41]. The terms proportional tovpo

2 repre-
sent the effect of plasma defocusing and collisions[36,40].
The last term describes laser pulse energy depletion due to
ionization of the air molecules with effective ionization en-
ergyUion. In general the refractive index for electromagnetic
waves in a medium consists of contributions from the linear
and the nonlinear polarization field. In the present analysis it
is assumed that the contribution to the nonlinear refractive
index is proportional to the laser intensity, i.e., Kerr effect.
This is a valid approximation for a gas as well as for an
amorphous dielectric. For the laser pulse this nonlinear con-
tribution to the index leads to the phenomena of nonlinear
Kerr self-focusing.

3. Source dependent expansion analysis of laser pulse

Equation (11) for the laser pulse amplitude can be ap-
proximately solved by employing the source dependent ex-
pansion(SDE) method[42]. In this method the laser field is
assumed to have a Gaussian transverse profile

uELsr,z,tdu = uELs0,z,tduexpf− r2/R2sz,tdg, s12d

whereR is the laser spot size. For the Gaussian transverse
profile the laser power is
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PLsz,td = cuELs0,z,tdu2R2sz,td/16. s13d

Employing the SDE method results in coupled equations for
the spot size and power,

]2Rsz,td
] z2 −

4c2

vo
2

1

R3sz,tdS1 −
PLsz,td

PK

+
2p,re neos0,z,td

s, + 1d2 R2sz,tdD = Wsz,td, s14ad

] PLsz,td
] z

= −
1

, + 1

vpo
2 s0,z,td

vo
2

ne

c
PLsz,td

−
p

2,
UionnionnnR

2sz,td, s14bd

wherePK=lo
2/ s2p nK nn/nnod is the nonlinear Kerr focusing

power,re=q2/mc2 is the classical electron radius, and

Wsz,td = −
1

R
S ]

] z
sR2Ud + R2U2D , s15ad

Usz,td =
s, − 1d

2,

1

PL

] PL

] z
−

1

2,s, + 1d2

vpo
2

vo
2

ne

c
, s15bd

] neo

] t
= nionnn. s15cd

The decrease in the total laser pulse power as a function
of propagation distance is due to both collisional absorption
and ionization. The evolution of the total laser pulse power
given by Eq.(14b) can be rewritten as

] PLsz,td
] z

= − S 1

Lcoll
+

1

Lion
DPLsz,td, s16d

where

Lcoll = s, + 1d
vo

2

vpo
2

c

ne
s17ad

is the absorption length due to collisional effects and

Lion =
2,

p

PL

UionnionnnR
2 s17bd

is the absorption length due to ionization effects. It should be
noted that due to the nonlinear character of Eq.(16), the
expressions in Eqs.(17a) and (17b) are at best local esti-
mates for the scale lengths. As an example, consider the case
of a laser pulse having a powerPL=0.1 TW, wavelength
lo=0.8 mm, pulse durationtL=100 fsec, intensityIL=5
31013 W/cm2, and spot sizeR,360 mm, propagating in air
with a neutral densitynno=2.731019 cm−3, effective ioniza-
tion energy ofUion=8 eVs,=8d, and electron collision fre-
quency ofne=nen+nei<631012 sec−1. In this case the ion-
ization rate isnion,1010 sec−1sIMP=1014 W/cm2d and the
electron density isne,331016 cm−3, svo/vpo,230d. For
these parameters the collisional absorption length isLcoll

,25 m while the ionization absorption length isLion
,10 m. In this example, the laser pulse propagation dis-
tance is limited by ionization absorption. It should be
stressed that these characteristic scale lengths are very sen-
sitive functions of the laser and plasma parameters.

4. Pulse group velocity

The group velocity is given byvg=csn+vo]n/]vod−1,
wheren is the total refractive index and expressible as

n > no −
fvpo

2

2vo
2 −

2c2

vo
2Ro

2 + nKIL. s18d

Here Ro is the initial spot size of the laser pulse, andIL
=cnouELu2/8p is the time-averaged laser intensity. The filling
factor f is the ratio of the plasma filament cross sectional
area to the laser pulse cross sectional area. Using the expres-
sion for the plasma density due to the multiphoton ionization
process in Eq.(5) we find thatf ,s,+1d−1. The filling factor
is necessary for calculating the correct group velocity of the
laser pulse in the presence of the plasma filament. The third
term on the right-hand side of Eq.(18) denotes the correction
to the refractive index due to the finite spot size of the laser
pulse and the fourth term represents the nonlinear index due
to the Kerr effect. Making use of the expression for the re-
fractive index, the group velocity vg=cbg=1/fn
+]svond /]vog is expressible as

bg >
1

no
−

fvpo
2

2vo
2 −

2c2

vo
2Ro

2 − nKIL. s19d

In deriving Eq.(19), it is assumed that the variation of the
linear index and Kerr index with frequency is negligible. For
IL=1014 W/cm2, Ro=260mm, lo=0.8 mm, ne=1016 cm−3,
nK=6310−19 cm2/W, and ,=8, the magnitudes of the
plasma, finite spot size, and optical Kerr contributions tobg
are,3310−7, 3310−6, and,6310−5, respectively.

B. EMP equations in air

The wave equation for the EMP electric fieldE in air
which is driven by plasma currents is given by

= 3 s= 3 Ed +
no

2

c2

]2E

] t2
= −

4p

c2

] J

] t
, s20d

wheren0 is the linear refractive index and the plasma current
is given by Eq.(6). We use a cylindrical coordinate system
where r ,u, and z denote the radial coordinate, azimuthal
angle, and axial coordinate, respectively, and assume axial
symmetry, i.e.,] /]u=0. The generation of EMP from the
surface of dielectrics is analyzed in Sec. III. In the laser pulse
group velocity frame, the axial and radial components of the
EMP electric field are given by

F1

r

]

] r
Sr

]

] r
D −

1

c2

]2

] t2GEz + S 1

vg

]

] t
−

]

] z
D1

r

]

] r
sr Erd

=
4p

c2

] Jz

] t
, s21ad
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S 1

vg
2 gg

2

]2

] t2 −
2

vg

]2

] z] t
+

]2

] z2DEr + S 1

vg

]

] t
−

]

] z
D ] Ez

] r

=
4p

c2

] Jr

] t
, s21bd

wheregg;s1−n0
2vg

2/c2d−1/2. Using Eq.(19) gg is found to be
given by

gg > vo/sf vpo
2 + 4c2/Ro

2 + 2vo
2 nK ILd1/2. s22d

For lo=0.8 mm, ne=1017 cm−3, nK=6310−19 cm2/W, IL
=1014 W/cm2, ,=8, and Ro=260mm, we find that the
plasma wavelengthlp=2pc/vp,106 mm andgg<90.

Taking the Fourier transform of Eqs.(21a) and (21b) to-
gether with Eq.(6) in the variablesz andt, with the conven-

tion Q=s2pd−1e−`
` Q̃expsikz− ivtddk dv, gives

F1

r

]

] r
Sr

]

] r
D +

v2

c2 −
vp

2srd
c2s1 + ine/vdGẼz

− iS v

vg
+ kD1

r

]

] r
sr Ẽrd =

4p

c2

S̃zsr,k,vd
1 + ine/v

, s23ad

Sk2 +
2kv

vg
+

v2

vg
2gg

2 +
vp

2srd
c2s1 + ine/vdDẼr + iS v

vg
+ kD ] Ẽz

] r

= −
4p

c2

S̃rsr,k,vd
1 + ine/v

. s23bd

The azimuthal magnetic field is given by

B̃u = S1 −
vp

2srd
v2s1 + ine/vd

DS1 +
k vg

v
D−1

Ẽr

−
4p

c2 S1 +
k vg

v
D−1S̃rsr,k,vd

1 + ine/v
. s24d

In obtaining Eqs.(23) we have setno equal to unity. In the
following section Eqs.(23) and (24) are solved analytically
for an idealized plasma filament.

C. Analysis of EMP in air

We consider steady state and nonsteady state(transient)
propagation of the laser pulse for an idealized case that can
be solved analytically. The laser pulse envelope is taken to
have the form

uELs0,z,tdu = ÊLszdsinsp t/tLd s25d

for 0øtøtL and EL=0 otherwise. The front of the laser
pulse is att=0 and the back is att=tL. We analyze Eqs.(23)
and (24) for the case of an idealized plasma filament with
radial extentrp in which the plasma density is constant for
r , rp and zero forr . rp. It is also assumed that the recom-
bination process is negligible and that the ionization process
is sufficiently rapid that the plasma density does not vary
longitudinally within and behind the laser pulse, i.e.,vp is
independent oft. Under these assumptions, Eqs.(23a) and
(23b) can be combined to give equations for the axial field

inside sr , rpd and outsidesr . rpd the plasma filament, re-
spectively,

F1

r

]

] r
Sr

]

] r
D − kp

2sv,kdGẼz

=−
4p

v2s1 + ine/vd − vpo
2 Skp

2sv,kdS̃zsr,v,kd

− sv/vg + kd
1

r

]

] r
frS̃rsr,k,vdgD , s26ad

F1

r

]

] r
Sr

]

] r
D − ko

2sv,kdGẼz = 0, s26bd

where

ko
2sv,kd =

v2

vg
2gg

2 +
2vk

vg
+ k2, s27ad

kp
2sv,kd = ko

2sv,kd +
vpo

2

c2s1 + ine/vd
, s27bd

and vpo denotes the constant plasma frequency within the

channel. The radial component of the source term, i.e.,S̃r,
can be neglected providedvpo rp/c@1. This is assumed to
be the case in writing Eqs.(26) and (27). However, in the
numerical simulations the radial source term is not necessar-
ily neglected.

The boundary conditions across the plasma-air interface

at r =rp are the continuity of the axial electric field,Ẽzsr
=rp

−d=Ẽzsr =rp
+d, and the azimuthal magnetic fieldB̃usr =rp

−d
=B̃usr =rp

+d. Applying the boundary conditions, the axial
electric fields inside and outside the plasma filament are,
respectively,

Ẽzsr,v,kd =
4pS̃zsv,kd

v2s1 + ine/vd − vpo
2 S1 −

ko rp K1skorpd
Dsv,kd

IoskprdD ,

s28ad

Ẽzsr,v,kd =
4pS̃zsv,kd

v2s1 + ine/vd
ko rp I1skprpd

Dsv,kd
Sk0

kp
DKoskord,

s28bd

where Io and Ko are the modified Bessel functions of order
zero of the first and the second kind, respectively,

Dsv,kd = hsv,kdkprpKoskorpdI1skprpd

+ korp K1skorpdIoskprpd s29ad

and

hsv,kd = S1 −
vpo

2

v2s1 + ine/vd
Dko

2sv,kd
kp

2sv,kd
. s29bd

Making use of Eqs.(28a) and (28b) the ratio of the field at
the boundary to the field at the center of the filament is
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Ẽzsr = rpd

Ẽzsr = 0d
=

hsv,kdkprp I1skprpdKoskorpd
Dsv,kd − korpK1skorpd

. s30d

In the plasma filament there is a radial component of plasma
current density that induces a surface charge at the plasma-
air boundary. The resulting charge distribution is such that
the EMP fields outside the filament are extremely small. Ne-
glecting the radial source termSr in Eq. (24), continuity of
the azimuthal magnetic field across the boundary implies that

Ẽrsr = rp
+d

Ẽrsr = rp
−d

= 1 −
vpo

2

v2s1 + i ne/vd
. s31d

In the weakly collisional regimesne!vd and for v,vp it
follows that the field outside is nearly completely shielded.
In the highly collisional regime, however, the EMP field is
not shielded outside the filament.

In Sec. II C 2 and II C 3 we analyze and discuss limiting
cases of these equations for comparison with the numerical
results.

1. Estimate of EMP power conversion efficiency

A rough estimate for the efficiency of converting laser
power to EMP power can be obtained by using rather general
arguments concerning the EMP field amplitudes. This pro-
vides a consistency check with the calculation of efficiency
obtained by the far more precise analysis which follows. In
addition, this estimate shows that the low efficiencies ob-
tained by more precise analysis are to be expected.

The maximum amplitude of the longitudinal electric field
(wakefield) induced by the driving laser pulse propagating in
the plasma filament in the absence of collisions is given by
[29]

Ez,max<
p2

2

mc2

q

aL
2

ctL
, s32d

whereaL=quELu /m c vo is the laser strength parameter. The
frequency of the wakefield is in the THz range and deter-
mined by the laser pulse durationtL. In the absence of col-
lisions, the maximum field amplitude occurs when the laser
pulse duration is approximately equal to the plasma fre-
quencyvp tL,1 [29]. The other components of the EMP
fields induced by the driving laser pulse are of the same
order or smaller than the above maximum axial field. The
power in the EMP is estimated to bePEMP,c Ez,max

2 S /8p,
whereS is the area through which the EMP energy flows.
The area of the cylinder enclosing the EMP fields is esti-
mated to beS<ps2 Np rp c tL+rp

2d, whereNp is the number
of periods(i.e., plasma wavelengths) of the wakefield behind
the laser pulse. The parameterNp is a measure of the axial
extent of the emitting region of the EMP. Typically, the
plasma frequency is on the order of the electron collision
frequency and consequently,Np,1. The driving laser pulse
power can be written in terms of the laser strength parameter,
PL=sc/16dsm c voR/qd2al

2. Using Eq.(32) and the expres-
sion for the laser power we find that an estimate for the EMP
power efficiency is

hpower=
PEMP

PL
,

p2

8
SaL lo

c tL
D2S2 Np rp c tL + rp

2

R2 D ,

s33d

wherelo is the laser wavelength. As an illustration, consider
a laser pulse intensity ofIL=731013 W/cm2 and wave-
length lo=0.8 mm, the laser strength parameter for these
values isaL=5.7310−3. For a laser pulse duration oftL
=250 fsec, the power efficiency is

hpower, 2 3 10−8S2 Np rp c tL + rp
2

R2 D . s34d

Taking the laser spot to beR=200mm, plasma filament spot
size to berp=100mm, number of plasma wavelengths be-
hind the pulse to beNp,1, the efficiency is extremely small,
hpower,10−8. This estimate is typical of the values obtained
by numerically solving the full set of EMP equations.

2. EMP in the steady state regime

In the steady state propagation regime it is assumed that
both the plasma density and the laser pulse are independent

of the propagation distance, i.e.,]vpo
2 /]z=]uÊLu2/]z=0.

Even in a homogeneous medium there is a minimum propa-
gation distance needed to reach a steady state. The steady
state EMP propagates with velocity equal to the group veloc-
ity of the laser pulse,vg. The transient EMP on the other
hand propagates with velocity,c/no. The propagation dis-
tance needed to reach a steady state isLsteady state

,tL / u1/vg−no/cu,2 gg
2 c tL. For the purpose of illustration

it will be assumed that the collision frequency can be ne-
glected.

The axial EMP electric field is vanishingly small outside
of the plasma filament, while inside the filament it is given
by

Ẽzsr,vd =
4 p S̃zsvd
v2 − vpo

2 S1 −
Ioskprd

Ioskp rpd
D . s35d

The EMP magnetic field inside and outside of the plasma
filament is given by

B̃usr,vd =
4 p i

v

S̃zsvd
c kp

I1skp rd
Ioskp rpd

s36ad

and

B̃usr,vd =
4 p i

v

S̃zsvd
c kp

I1skp rpd
Ioskp rpd

K1sko rd
K1sko rpd

, s36bd

respectively. For typical parameters we find thatkprp
,vporp/c@1 andkorp,v rp/ sc ggd!1 and the EMP mag-
netic field inside and outside the plasma filament reduces to

B̃usr,vd =
4 p i

v

S̃zsvd
c

S2 p c rp

vpo
D1/2

3exps− vporp/cdI1svpo r/cd, s37ad
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B̃usr,vd =
4 p i S̃zsvd

vpo

rp

vg gg
K1sv r/vg ggd. s37bd

In the steady state and in the absence of collisions the Fou-
rier transform of the source term in Eq.(8) is

S̃zsvd = −
i q

2 m c

v

c

vpo
2

vo
2 ĨLsvd, s38d

whereILstd=cuELu2/8p is the laser intensity.
To obtain the temporal variation of the fields it is neces-

sary to invert the corresponding Fourier transforms. To de-
rive an analytic expression forBusr ,td we assume an inten-
sity profile ILstd= IL0 for 0,t,tL and zero otherwise.
Substituting Eq.(38) into Eq.(36a) and(36b) and taking the
inverse Fourier transform results in

Busr,td = Bo
rp

r
Hsr,td, s39d

where

Hsr,td =
1

2
S t

fsr/vgggd2 + t2g1/2 −
st − tLd

fsr/vgggd2 + st − tLd2g1/2D ,

s40ad

and

Bo =
2 p q

m c2

vpo

vo
2 IL0 s40bd

is the peak magnetic field atr =rp and t=tL. Note that the
magnetic field in Eq.(39) is proportional to the square root
of the plasma density. This dependence is due to the near
cancellation of the axial components of the convective and
inductive current densities. Evaluating the magnetic field at
r =rp in Eq. (37a) and noting thatvpo rp/c@1, we obtain

B̃usrpd=4p i S̃zsvd / svpovd. The inverse transform of this ex-
pression leads to the magnetic field given in Eq.(40b).

As an example consider the laser and plasma parameters
rpvpo/c=25, tLvpo/2p=0.8, vo/vpo=125, ,=8, gg<140,
lo=0.8 mm slp=100mmd, and peak laser intensityIL0=7
31013 W/cm2. For these parameters the magnetic field at
the surface of the filament isBo<9 G. The axial flux is
localized int to the vicinity of the laser pulse and reaches a
maximum of,18 kW/cm2 at midpulsest=tL /2d. In the ra-
dial direction, the axial flux extends many plasma wave-
length beyond the plasma column.

The EMP power propagating in the axial direction resides
outside of the plasma filament and is given by

PEMPstd =
c

4 p
E

rP

`

Bu
2sr,td2p rdr =

c

16
Bo

2 rp
2Lst,tLd,

s41d

where Lst ,tLd=lnfs1+t̂2ds1+Dt̂2dg−2 sgnft̂Dt̂g
3lnfCst̂ , t̂Ldg,

Cst̂,t̂Ld

=
2t̂2 Dt̂2 + t̂2 + Dt̂2 + 2ut̂uuDt̂ust̂2 Dt̂2 + t̂2 + Dt̂2 + 1d1/2

t̂2 + Dt̂2 + 2ut̂uuDt̂u
,

t̂ = vg ggt/rp,

t̂L=vg ggtL / rp, and Dt̂= t̂− t̂L. The power ratio,PEMPstd
normalized to the peak laser powerPL, is typically very
small, with a peak value of,4310−10 for the parameters
listed above.

The energy in the EMP pulse is

WEMP =E
−`

`

dtPEMPstd =
c

16
Bo

2 rp
2E

−`

`

dtLst,tLd. s42d

The energy efficiency, defined as the ratio of the EMP energy
to the laser energy, is given by

henergy=
WEMP

WL
=

lo
2IL

8p Po
S rpvpo

Rovo
D2

Cst̂Ld, s43d

wherePo=m2c5/q2=8.75 GW,

Cst̂Ld ; tL
−1E

−`

`

dt Lst,tLd, s44d

and the laser pulse energy isWL=sc/16duÊLu2Ro
2tL. The EMP

conversion efficiency, Eq.(43), is plotted in Fig. 2. For typi-
cal laser parameters the efficiency is extremely small,
henergy<4310−10.

3. EMP in the transient regime

In this section EMP generation for nonsteady state, i.e.,
transient, pulse propagation is discussed. To understand ra-
diative EMP we employ a heuristic model in which the non-
steady state regime is represented by a spatially periodic den-
sity variation in the pulse propagation direction arising, for
example, from the periodic focusing and defocusing of the
laser pulse. This variation is also manifested in the compo-
nents of the laser field within the filament. Since all the field
components can be expressed in terms of the axial electric
field we spatially modulate this axial field by the factorf1
+« cossK zdg, where K.0 is the wave number associated
with the nonsteady state component of the ponderomotive
force and« is a measure of the modulation. In the spatially

FIG. 2. Steady state EMP conversion efficiency given by Eq.
(43) vs laser pulse duration for various laser pulse energies.
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modulated medium the ponderomotive force has superlumi-
nal Fourier components for a range ofK. For these values of
K the EMP is radiative, resulting in net power flow in the
radial direction. This can be understood by noting that the
Fourier transform of the axial electric field outside of the
filament is given by[see Eqs.(23)]

F1

r

]

] r
Sr

]

] r
D − k±

2sv,KdGẼzsv,Kd = 0, s45d

where

k±
2sv,Kd = ko

2sv, ± Kd =
v2

vg
2 gg

2 ± 2
v

vg
K + K2

= S v

vg
± KD2

−
v2

c2 . s46d

Following Fourier inversion the solutions of Eq.(45) are
expressible in the formKosk± rdexps±i Kzdexps−ivtd. These
solutions represent the radial variation of the forward propa-
gating, expsiK zd, and the backward propagating, exps
−iK zd, contributions to the EMP, respectively, where the
transverse wave number isk±.

For the purpose of discussing the nature of the solutions,
i.e., radiative and nonradiative EMP, we consider the limit of
zero collision frequency,ne=0. Fork±

2.0 the solution of Eq.
(45) represents exponentially decaying nonradiative solu-
tions, i.e.,K0suk±urd, r−1/2exps−uk±urd. Note that the expo-
nentially increasing solution is nonphysical. Sincev and K
have been chosen to be positive,k+ is always positive and
represents exponentially decaying solutions that are nonradi-
ative. However,k−

2 can be less than zero for values ofK in
the range

2 v

c
. K .

v

2cgg
2 . s47d

In this casek−= ± i uk−u and the solutionKosk−rd for large r
represents radiative solutions, i.e., K0sk−rd
, r−1/2exps7i uk−urd. Here, the upper sign represents a radi-
ally incoming wave and is not physical. The lower sign,
however, represents a radially outgoing EMP field and cor-
responds to radiative fields. The source of the radiative field
is the ponderomotive force containing Fourier components
with phase velocities that are superluminal. In the laser pulse
frame, the Cherenkov-like emission angle of the EMP radia-
tion with respect to the laser pulse propagation direction is

Qc = tan−1suk−u/Kd. s48d

The phase velocity associated with the Fourier components
of the ponderomotive force is given by

vph =
v vg

v − vgK
, s49d

and the EMP is radiative whenvph.vg. The radiative and
nonradiative branches of the EMP can be illustrated with a
dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 3. The frequency and wave
number of the EMP are given by the intersection of the elec-

tromagnetic mode and thevph.c dispersion line.

III. EMP GENERATION ON THE SURFACE
OF A DIELECTRIC

In this section we analyze the generation of EMP from
dielectric surfaces. The incident laser pulse ionizes the di-
electric and produces an oscillating plasma current sheet
which is a source of EMP. In addition, we assume that the
dielectric may have a nonvanishing second-order susceptibil-
ity x2; this is the case in crystalline dielectrics. A second-
order susceptibility can result in optical rectification and be a
source of EMP radiation[43]. Other methods for generating
THz radiation in solids are discussed in, for example, Refs.
[22–25,44].

In previous sections we found the efficiency of laser en-
ergy conversion into EMP energy in air to be extremely
small. In this section we consider the EMP generated when a
laser pulse is incident on a dielectric target. A difference
between a dielectric and the atmosphere is that the electron-
neutral collision frequency is nearly four orders of magni-
tude larger in dielectrics. Another difference between a di-
electric and the atmosphere is related to the ionization
process. Typically, to elevate(ionize) an electron from the
valence band into the conduction band in a dielectric requires
an amount of energy on the order of a few electron volts.
Thus for a laser wavelength oflo=0.8 mm s"vo=1.54 eVd a
few photons suffice to induce photoionization. That is, in Eq.
(5), ,<2 and hence the plasma filament is no longer limited
to a narrow region near the center of the laser pulse, i.e., the
filling factor is nearly unity. Finally, due to the short penetra-
tion depth into a dielectric[45,46], self-focusing and diffrac-
tion of the laser beam are negligible and consequently a one-
dimensional analysis of the EMP generation suffices. The
wave equation for the EMP field inside the dielectric is

= 3 s= 3 Ed +
no

2

c2

]2E

] t2
= −

4p

c2

] J

] t
−

4p

c2

]2 P2

] t2
, s50d

where no is the linear index of the dielectric, the plasma

current densityJ is given by Eq.(6), P2=x2uÊLu2êx/2 is the
second-order polarization field polarized in thex direction,

x2 is the second-order susceptibility, andÊLsz,td is the am-

FIG. 3. Dispersion diagram showing the condition for radiative
EMP.
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plitude of the laser pulse inside the dielectric[41,43]. In
writing the second-order polarization field, second-harmonic
terms have been neglected. A typical value for the second-
order susceptibility in crystalline dielectrics isx2
,10−7 esu. On the right-hand side of Eq.(50), the ratio of
the second-order polarization field source term to the radial
and axial components of the plasma current density source
term are, respectively,

us] P2/] td/J · êru , 4 p
m c

q

vo
2

vp
2

x2

tL
S2 neRo

c
D , s51ad

us] P2/] td/J · êzu , 4 p
mc

q

vo
2

vp
2

x2

tL
. s51bd

In obtaining Eqs.(51) it was assumed that the process is in
the collisionally dominant regime,ne tL@1. For vo/vp
,10, tL,100 fsec, ne,1016 sec−1, and spot size ofRo
,200 mm the ratios in Eqs.(51a) and (51b) are ,106 and
102, respectively. This indicates that the optical rectification
process, compared to the plasma generation process, can be a
far more efficient mechanism for generating EMP in crystal-
line materials.

The interaction of a laser pulse with a dielectric surface
can lead to significant heating of electrons provided that the
pulse duration is long compared with the electron collision
time. The hot electrons radiate part of their energy in the
form of bremsstrahlung covering a broad spectrum. As an
example, consider a 100 fsec duration, 0.8mm wavelength
laser pulse with intensity 1013 W/cm2 propagating in a sin-
gly ionized plasma with electron density 231021 cm−3 and
collision frequency 1016 sec−1. The characteristic bremsstrah-
lung energy in this case is,150 eV(soft x-ray regime) and
the energy conversion efficiency is,10−4. The inclusion of
line radiation and recombination radiation can increase this
efficiency by factors of order unity.

To obtain both the current density and second-order po-
larization field on the right-hand side of Eq.(50), the laser

pulse amplitudeÊL is required. To obtain the laser pulse
amplitude we write the incident, reflected, and transmitted
laser pulse fields as follows:

Einsz,td = s1/2dEinst − z/cdexpfiskoz− votdgêx + c.c.,

s52ad

ERsz,td = s1/2dERst + z/cdexpf− iskoz+ votdgêx + c.c.,

s52bd

ELsz,td = s1/2dÊLsz,tdexps− ivotdêx + c.c., s52cd

whereko=vo/c in the vacuum region. The laser field inside
the dielectric satisfies

]2EL

] z2 −
1

c2

]2EL

] t2
=

4p

c2

] JL

] t
+

4p

c2

]2P

] t2
, s53d

whereJLsz,td andPsz,td are, respectively, the current density
and total polarization fields. Within the dielectric the current
density is given by Eq.(2), where

JLsz,td = s1/2dĴLsz,tdexps− i vo tdêx + c.c. s54d

is the laser driven plasma current density. The rate of change
of plasma density is given by Eq.(4a). The polarization field
consists of a linear and a nonlinear contribution,

Psz,td = s1/2dfPLsz,td + PNLsz,tdgexps− i vo tdêx + c.c.,

s55d

whereP̂Lsz,td=xLÊLsz,td, P̂NL=auÊLsz,tdu2ÊLsz,td, xL is the
linear susceptibility, anda is related to the nonlinear Kerr
refractive index. Note that the second-order polarization field
in Eq. (55) is omitted since it does not contribute to a driving
term at the laser frequency. If the laser pulse duration is long
compared to the laser period, i.e.,vo@ u] /]tu, Eqs.(53) and
(2) can be written as

F ]2

] z2 +
vo

2no
2

c2 S1 +
2i

vo

]

] t
DGÊLsz,td

=−
4pi

c2 voS1 +
i

vo

]

] t
DĴLsz,td −

4pvo
2

c2 auÊLu2ÊLsz,td,

s56ad

S1 +
i

svo + ined
]

] t
DĴLsz,td =

i

4psvo + ined
vp

2sz,tdÊLsz,td,

s56bd

whereno=s1+4pxLd1/2 is the linear refractive index. To low-
est order in] /]t, Eqs.(56a) and (56b) combine to give

F ]2

] z2 + K2sz,td + 2i
vo

c2 Sno
2 −

i

2

ne

vo

vp
2sz,td

svo + i ned2D ]

] t
GÊLsz,td

= 0, s57d

where

Ksz,td =
vo

c
Sno

2 −
vp

2sz,td
vosvo + i ned

+ 4pauÊLsz,tdu2

+
ne/vo

2

svo + i ned2

] vp
2sz,td
] t

D1/2

, s58ad

] vp
2sz,td
] t

=
2pvn

2vo

s, − 1d!
S ILsz,td

IMP
D,

, s58bd

and vn=s4p q2nno/md1/2,1.831016 sec−1 for nno

,1023 cm−3. Note that 4pauÊLsz,tdu2=2nonKsnn/nnodILsz,td,
wherenK is the nonlinear Kerr refractive index,nn=nno−ne,

andILsz,td=cnouÊLsz,tdu2/8p is the laser pulse intensity. For
a dielectric the number of photons needed for ionization is
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typically small, i.e.,,=1, 2, or 3 ,lo=0.8 mm. Equation(57)
together with Eqs.(58) describe the evolution of a laser pulse
propagating in an ionizing dielectric. In dielectrics colli-
sional and ionization absorption of the laser pulse takes place
over a short distance, i.e., the penetration depth is a few
microns. For distances short compared to the laser pulse
length, i.e.,z!ctL /no, transit time effects can be neglected.
In this limit ] /]t can be neglected and Eq.(57) reduces to

S ]2

] z2 + K2sz,tdDÊLsz,td = 0. s59d

The WKB solution of Eq.(59) is

ÊLsz,td = ÊLs0,tdSKs0,td
Ksz,td D

1/2

expSiE
0

z

dz8 Ksz8,tdD ,

s60d

where solutions representing waves traveling towards the left
are not considered. The value of the field at the boundary,

i.e., ÊLs0,td, is obtained from the boundary conditions. Ap-
plying the boundary conditions atz=0 yields

Einstd + ERstd = ÊLs0,td

and

Einstd − ERstd = ÊLs0,tdhKs0,td + si/2df] lnsKd/] zgz=0j/ko,

which combine to give

ÊLs0,td =
2 ko Einstd

ko + Ks0,td +
i

2
S ] lnsKd

] z
D

z=0

. s61d

Within the dielectric the laser pulse amplitude is given by
Eq. (60) together with Eq.(61). The laser pulse amplitude
determines the current density given by Eq.(2) and the
second-order polarization field which drives the EMP fields
in Eq. (50). These equations are solved numerically in Sec.
IV.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF EMP GENERATION

The numerical simulations presented in this section are
based on solving Eq.(20) for the EMP field, with the plasma
current and source given by Eqs.(6), (8), and(10). The laser
envelope evolves according to Eqs.(14) and the ionization
generated plasma density is given by Eq.(15c). The charac-
teristic ionization and recombination parameters used in the
simulations are discussed following Eq.(5). The system of
equations is solved in axisymmetric cylindrical geometry and
evolved using a time and space centered finite differencing
scheme with the electric field and plasma density calculated
on the same grid and the magnetic field and plasma current
calculated on a separate, staggered grid. The equations for
the EMP fields are solved in the laboratory frame character-
ized by the variablessr ,z,td. The propagation equations for
the driving laser pulse are solved in the group velocity frame
and transformed to the laboratory frame when coupled to the
EMP equations.

The SDE method[42] of solving for the laser pulse am-
plitude provides a description of the laser pulse evolution
that is simple to implement numerically. However, it is based
on the premise that the transverse laser profile is approxi-
mately Gaussian. In certain regimes this may be violated as,
for example, in Fig. 13 of Ref.[36], where a hollowing of
the laser pulse takes place. In such cases, the solution of Eq.
(11) must be employed. In the following we shall assume
that the Gaussian profile approximation is valid.

The simulations are initialized att=0 with the laser pulse
propagating in vacuum in the positivez direction. The lead-
ing edge of the laser pulse att=0 is located at axial position
z=0. This configuration provides the initial condition for the
numerical EMP field solver, namely, that the initial EMP
fields are zero. In the vacuum-air transition region fromz
=0 to z=Ln, the neutral density increases with the functional
form

nnszd = nnoH1,zù Ln

f10sz/Lnd3 − 15sz/Lnd4 + 6sz/Lnd5g, 0 ø zø Ln
,

s62d

and has the constant valuenno=2.731019 cm−3 for z.Ln.
The chosenz dependence of the neutral density assures that
the first and secondz derivatives of the density are continu-
ous atz=0 andz=Ln.

FIG. 4. EMP radiance vs normalizedt at radial positionr
=70 c/vpo (outside the plasma filament). Laser parameters arelo

=0.8 mm, tL=267 fsec,gg=13, and peak laser intensityIL0=7
31013 W/cm2. Plasma parameters areneo=1.131017 cm−3 and
rp=0.4 mm. Panel(a) shows the steady state radial EMP radiance,
Ir =cEzBu /4p (solid curve), and the laser intensity profileIL (dashed
curve). Panel(b) shows the corresponding axial EMP radianceIz

(solid curve) from the simulation and the analytical calculation of
Iz=cBu

2/4p (dashed curve) for steady state propagation whereBu is
obtained from Eq.(39).
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A. EMP generation in air

The following four examples illustrate the generation of
EMP from the interaction of an ultrashort laser pulse with air.
The first two examples validate the numerical simulation
with the analyses of Sec. III. The third example is a simula-
tion of a recent experiment which observed EMP emitted
from a laser pulse propagating in air. The last example in this
section shows EMP generation from a much higher intensity
laser pulse which fully ionizes the air.

1. Steady state laser pulse propagation

This first example benchmarks the numerical simulation
with the steady state analysis of Sec. III. A laser pulse propa-
gates through a preformed plasma filament characterized by
a constant densityne=1017 cm−3svpo=1.931013 sec−1d in
the region r , rp and ne=0 for r . rp, where the filament
radius isrp=0.4 mms~25c/vpod. The laser spot size is as-
sumed to be much larger thanrp so that the transverse varia-
tion of the laser envelope can be neglected. To approximate
the square laser pulse profile assumed in the analysis, the
laser envelope in the simulation is taken to have a longitudi-
nal profile given by ELstd=EL0sin2fpst /tLd16/2g for
0,t,tL and ELstd=0 otherwise. The smooth variation of
the laser envelope at the leading and trailing edges reduces
numerical dispersion. The pulse duration,tL=270 fsec
,0.832p /vpo, is chosen to optimally excite a plasma wave
under collisionless conditions. The peak laser intensity is

IL0=731013 W/cm2 and the laser wavelength islo
=0.8 mm. To be consistent with the steady state analysis, the
laser envelope is independent of the propagation distanceh
and the radial EMP source term given by Eq.(10) is ne-
glected in this simulation example.

The length of the vacuum-air transition region for this
simulation example isLn=20 c/vpo=0.3 mm. A transient
EMP is generated in this transition region which must be
allowed to propagate away from the laser pulse before the
steady state is achieved. To achieve steady state, the laser
pulse must propagate a distancez@2gg

2ctL. To reduce com-
puter run time and expedite reaching the steady state, a

FIG. 5. (Color) (a) Shaded contours of radial
power fluxIr as a function ofj=z−vgt and radial
position r showing radiative EMP from a modu-
lated plasma filament with plasma densityneo

=1.131017 cm−3 and radiusrp=0.4 mm. (b) Ir

vs radial position at axial positionj=−220mm.
The plasma modulation is characterized by am-
plitude «=0.3 and wave numberK=vp/4 c as
defined by Eq.(47). Laser parameters arel
=0.8 mm, IL0=731013 W/cm2, tL=267 fsec,
andgg=109.

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the simulation of the EMP experi-
ment of Ref.[17]. The laser envelope simulation(without EMP) is
performed fromz=0 to z=z0, where zo=1.82 m. The full EMP
simulation is carried out forz.zo.
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vacuumsno=1d is assumed outside of the plasma filament
and the laser pulse is given an artificially low group velocity,
gg=13. For these parameters, the minimum propagation dis-
tance required to reach steady state is,3 cm.

The radial EMP Poynting fluxIr =c EzBu /4p (solid curve)
and laser intensity profile(dashed curve) outside the plasma
filament is plotted in Fig. 4(a) as a function of normalized
time t vpo/2p. Note the adjacent regions of positive and
negative radial flux which, when integrated over time, nearly
cancel. This result is consistent with the analytical prediction
that the EMP field is nonradiative in the steady state and
there is no net radial energy flux. Figure 4(b) shows that
there is, however, a much larger net axial Poynting fluxsIz

=cBu
2/4p,400 W/cm2d in the simulation which is in agree-

ment with the analysis. The axial EMP flux is localized lon-
gitudinally roughly within the laser pulse.

2. Transient laser pulse propagation

In the next example, we verify the condition for radiative
EMP given by Eq.(47). A laser pulse with longitudinal pro-
file given by ELstd=EL0sinfpt /tLg for 0,t,tL and ELstd
=0 otherwise, pulse durationtL=270 fsec,0.83p /vpo,
peak laser intensityIL0=731013 W/cm2, and wavelength
lo=0.8 mm propagates through a modulated, preformed
plasma filament. The plasma density is given bynesr ,zd
=neof1−Qsr −rpdgf1+« sinsKzdg, whereneo=1017 cm−3, the
modulation amplitude is«=0.3, andQsxd is the Heaviside

unit step function. As in the previous example, there is a
transition region from vacuum to air with a scale lengthLn
=20c/vpo=0.3 mm. The linear and nonlinear(Kerr) indices
of air are chosen to beno−1=2.7310−4 and nK=6
310−19 cm2/W, respectively. For these parameters, the rela-
tivistic factor associated with the laser group velocity[see
Eq. (22)] has the valuegg=109. The laser envelope is taken
to be independent of the propagation distanceh and the ra-
dial EMP source term given by Eq.(10) is neglected to be
consistent with the analysis. Note that for an unmodulated
plasma filament, the distance required to reach steady state
for these parameters is,2 m.

Figure 5 shows the spatial EMP distribution generated
from a modulated plasma filament. The modulation wave
number,K=vpo/4c, is chosen to satisfy the condition for
radiative EMP given by Eq.(47) assuming that the charac-
teristic frequencyv,vpo. Figure 5(a) plots the spatialsj
=z−vgt ,rd distribution of the radial Poynting fluxIr after a
propagation distance of,2 cm. Radiative EMP is observed
propagating from the plasma channel behind the laser pulse.
The radiation is confined to a cone characterized by the
Cherenkov angle given by Eq.(48). The outward EMP flux
observed within the laser pulses−80 mm,j,0d is a mani-
festation of the transient interaction at the vacuum-air tran-
sition region. It is expected that there would be no net out-

FIG. 7. (a) Peak plasma density and laser intensity vs propaga-
tion distanceDz=z−zo for the simulation of the experiment of Ref.
[17]. (b) Peak radial(dashed curve) and axial(solid curve) Poynting
flux vs Dz. Initial sz=0d laser parameters for the simulation are
lo=0.8 mm, PL=83 GW,tL=120 fsecsFWHMd, andRo=7.5 mm.
Parameters for air are taken to beno−1=2.7310−4, nK=3
310−19 cm2/W, Uion=12 eV,,=8, andIMP,1014 W/cm2.

FIG. 8. (a) Normalized on-axis laser intensity vs time,(b) radial
EMP Poynting fluxIr at radial positionr =225mm vs time, and(c)
corresponding temporal Fourier transform ofIr for propagation dis-
tancesDz=10 cm(dashed curve) and 12 cm(solid curve). The ra-
dial positionr =225mm is outside of the plasma filament. Simula-
tion parameters correspond to those listed for Fig. 7.
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ward flux in the region −80mm,j,0 had the simulation
reached the steady state regime after 2 m of propagation. In
Fig. 5(b), the radial profile ofIr behind the laser pulse at
axial positionj=−220mm shows an outward Poynting flux
on the order of 100 W/cm2 extending outside the plasma
filament. Consistent with the analysis, for simulation param-
eters identical to those of Fig. 5, except that the modulation
wave number,K=4 vpo/c, we find an absence of radial flux
behind the laser pulse outside the plasma filament.

3. Simulation of experiment

A recent experiment at the Applied Optics Laboratory
(LOA) reported in Ref.[17] measured an EMP from a fem-
tosecond laser pulse propagating in air. In the experiment, a
laser pulse with a FWHM(full width at half maximum) du-
ration of 120 fsec, wavelengthlo=0.8 mm, and energy
,30 mJ was passed through an aperture of diameter 1.5 cm
and focused into the air with a 2 m focal length lens. As the
laser pulse focused and the intensity increased, a plasma fila-
ment was formed near the focal region and EMP was mea-
sured along the length of the plasma filament. The following
results are from a simulation with similar parameters. A de-
tailed comparison with the experiment is beyond the scope of
this paper due to uncertainties in the measurements. How-
ever, the simulations do reveal a number of features that are
difficult to diagnose in experiments.

In our simulation, the parameters for air are taken to be
no−1=2.7310−4, nK=3310−19 cm2/W, Uion=12 eV, ,=8,

IMP=1014 W/cm2, andnno=2.731019 cm−3. The laser pulse
envelope is taken to be Gaussian in the transverse direction
with a spot sizeRo=7.5 mm. The longitudinal laser field
profile is given by Eq.(25) with tL=240 fsec, which corre-
sponds to a FWHM intensity duration of 120 fsec. The laser
pulse has wavelengthlo=0.8 mm, peak powerPL=83 GW,
and energy,10 mJ. The simulation is performed in two
parts as illustrated in Fig. 6. The first part models the focus-
ing of the initially low intensity laser pulse in air by a lens
with a focal length of 2 m. Here the simulation covers a
range 0,z,zo, wherezo=1.82 m. Over this range, the laser
intensity is sufficiently low that no appreciable plasma den-
sity is formed and no EMP is generated. To expedite the
simulation, only the propagation equations for the driving
laser pulse envelope are solved forz,zo. The laser pulse
envelope atz=zo is used to initialize the full-scale EMP
simulation forz.zo.

Figure 7(a) plots the peak plasma density(solid curve)
and laser intensity (dashed curve) over the range
0,Dz,16 cm, whereDz=z−zo is the distance from the
start of the full-scale EMP simulation. ForDz,9 cm, the
laser intensity increases due to both geometric and nonlinear
focusing. ForDz.9 cm, a plasma filament is formed on axis
which defocuses the trailing edge of the laser pulse, thereby
resulting in a shorter duration laser pulse. The peak plasma
density achieved in the simulation is,231018 cm−3, which
occurs atDz,10 cm. ForDz.10 cm the plasma density
steadily decreases due to the shortening of the laser pulse.
Figure 7(b) plots the corresponding peak values of the axial
(solid curve) and radial(dashed curve) Poynting fluxes as a
function of Dz. The maximum EMP flux coincides with the
maximum plasma density. The maximum radial flux isIr
,35 kW/cm2 while the maximum axial flux is Iz
,15 kW/cm2. Significant shortening of the driving laser
pulse prevented the simulation from extending beyondDz
,16 cm without violating the assumption that group veloc-
ity dispersion is negligible.

Figure 8(a) plots the on axis laser intensity(normalized to
its peak value atz=0) versus time atDz=10 cm(dashed
curve) and Dz=12 cm (solid curve). The relatively shorter
pulse duration atDz=12 cm is the result of plasma defocus-
ing of the trailing edge of the laser. Figure 8(b) plots the
corresponding radial Poynting flux versus time at radial po-
sition r =225mm. The Poynting flux is peaked in a region
behind the driving laser pulse and has a duration that is of
the order,1/ne. Note that the flux atDz=10 cm is directed
radially outward while atDz=12 cm, it is outward just be-
hind the laser pulse and then reverses direction. Figure 8(c)
plots the frequency distribution of the two curves shown in
Fig. 8(b). The frequency distribution

crsr0,vd ;
Dv

Î2p
E

−`

`

Irsr0,tdeiv tdt s63d

has units of intensity and represents the intensity contained
within a frequency bandDv. In this case,Dv /2p,1 THz is
the smallest frequency interval that can be resolved by the
simulation grid size. The EMP spectrum atDz=10 cm is
peaked near zero frequency and is broadband with a width of

FIG. 9. (a) Normalized peak laser intensityIL / IL0 (dashed
curve) and normalized peak plasma densityne/nno as a function of
propagation distance for an initially collimated laser pulse withlo

=0.8 mm, PL=5.3 TW, tL=240 fsec, andRo=1 mm. Parameters
for air are taken to beno−1=2.7310−4, nK=3310−19 cm2/W,
Uion=12 eV,,=8, andIMP=1014 W/cm2. (b) Corresponding peak
radial (dashed curve) and axial (solid curve) Poynting flux as a
function of propagation distance.
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,10 THz. At Dz=10 cm, the maximum electron collision
frequencyne,631013 sec−1. At Dz=12 cm, the spectrum is
broader and a local maximum at a frequency of,2 THz is
apparent. The peak plasma frequency varies from,13 THz
to ,12 THz over 2 cm of propagation shown in the plots.
Note that there is no distinct feature in the EMP spectrum at
the plasma frequency or any of its harmonics.

The total EMP power emitted radially through a cylindri-
cal surface of radiusro=580mm versus time is given by

Prstd = 2p roE
−`

`

Irsro,z,tddz. s64d

In our simulations, we find that the power has a maximum of
,0.8 W. Most of the power is emitted over a duration
,0.1 nsec. Integrating the power over time, the total energy
radiated in the radial direction during the entire simulation is
found to be,50 pJ, which corresponds to an energy conver-
sion efficiency of,5310−9.

4. High energy laser pulse

As a final example of atmospheric EMP generation, we
consider the propagation of a high-energys,1 Jd, high-
intensitys.1014 W/cm2d ultrashort laser pulse in air. In this
example, the initial laser pulse is Gaussian in the transverse
direction with a spot sizeRo=1 mm. The longitudinal enve-
lope is given by

uELs0,z,tdu = ÊLszdsin2spt/tLd s65d

for 0øtøtL and zero otherwise, withtL=240 fsec. The la-
ser pulse is initially collimated and has wavelengthlo
=0.8 mm, peak power PL=5.3 TW, intensity IL0=3.5
31014 W/cm2, and energy,0.5 J. Parameters for air are
taken to beno−1=2.7310−4, nK=3310−19 cm2/W, Uion
=12 eV,,=8, andIMP=1014 W/cm2. The air-vacuum inter-
face has scale length,70 mm.

Figure 9(a) shows the normalized peak laser intensity
IL / IL0 and normalized peak plasma densityne/nno as a func-
tion of propagation distance. Atz=0, the laser pulse is in
vacuum. As the laser pulse enters the air, the air is fully

FIG. 10. (Color) Contours of laser intensity
(unshaded) and (a) axial and(b) radial Poynting
flux (shaded contours) in thesj ,rd plane at propa-
gation distancez=0.8 cm corresponding to the
simulation of Fig. 9.
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ionized and the laser intensity decreases rapidly. Note that
for the initial parameters of the simulation, the scale length
for laser energy depletion due to ionization is,8 mm. Over
a propagation distance of,1 cm, the laser pulse is seen to
lose more than,70% of its energy. As the laser intensity
decreases, the plasma density is also seen to decrease. The
corresponding values of peak radial and axial Poynting flux
are plotted in Fig. 9(b). Initially, the peak radial flux
s,1 MW/cm2d is much larger than the peak axial flux
s,26 kW/cm2d. After ,1 cm of propagation, the radial and
the axial flux are both of order,1 kW/cm2. Note that a
quasiequilibrium state is attained after,0.3 cm of propaga-
tion in which the laser intensity and plasma density change
slowly relative to the initial phase of propagation in which
the air was close to fully ionized.

Figure 10 plots the corresponding spatial distributions of
laser intensity, and Poynting flux in the quasiequilibrium
configuration at a propagation distancez=0.8 cm. The radius
of the plasma filament in these plots is,0.5 mm. Due to the
high electron collision frequency, there is little axial flux in
the regionr ,0.25 mm, while the radial flux is seen to be
strongly damped behind the laser pulse.

B. EMP Generation on the Surface of a Dielectric

In this section, we simulate the EMP generation from the
interaction of a laser pulse with a dielectric surface. The
simulation is set up with air in the regionz,0 and a dielec-
tric in the regionz.0. The initial laser pulse att=0 is situ-
ated just outside the dielectric and has a field envelope that is
Gaussian in the transverse direction with a spot sizeRo
=0.1 mm. The longitudinal laser field profile is given by Eq.
(25) with tL=200 fsec. The laser pulse has wavelengthlo
=0.8 mms" vo=1.54 eVd and peak intensity IL

=1013 W/cm2. The dielectric is characterized bynno=6
31022 cm−3, no=3, nK=7310−15 cm2/W, Uion=3 eV, ,=2,
andIMP=531014 W/cm2. The WKB solution, i.e., Eq.(60),
is evaluated numerically to obtain evolution of the laser
pulse within the dielectric, and Eq.(50) is solved to deter-
mine the EMP generation.

Figure 11 plots contours of the laser intensityIL and EMP
intensity IEMP=sIr

2+ Iz
2d1/2 in the sz,rd plane at various times

during the simulation. Figure 11(a) shows the laser intensity
contours before the interaction att=0. Figure 11(b) shows
the simulation results immediately after the front of the laser
pulse enters the dielectric and the initial EMP is generated.
The EMP extends radially on the order of the laser spot size
and longitudinally,50 mm into the dielectric. The EMP has
a peak intensity ofIEMP,30 MW/cm2 near the boundary. At
this time, a plasma layer of width,5 mm, radial extent
,100 mm, and peak densityne,3.531021 cm−3svp,3.3
31015 sec−1d is formed at the boundary. The laser pulse is
absorbed within several microns of the boundary.

Figure 11(c) shows the EMP as the trailing end of the
laser pulse approaches the boundary. At this instant, the peak
EMP intensity is IEMP,7 MW/cm2 within the dielectric.
Outside the dielectric, an EMP traveling in the negativez
direction is observed. Figure 11(d) shows simulation results
later in time after the laser pulse has been completely ab-
sorbed in the dielectric. There is relatively little EMP flux
within the dielectric, most of it has been either reflected or
absorbed by the plasma. At this time, the peak plasma den-
sity is ne,931021 cm−3. Within the dielectric, a pulse of
intensity,300 kW/cm2 traveling in the positive z direction
is observed.

As noted in Sec. III, the interaction of a laser pulse with a
dielectric can also lead to the generation of bremsstrahlung
radiation. The conversion efficiency for bremsstrahlung is
estimated to be on the order of,10−4, which is significantly
higher than the EMP conversion efficiency.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper the generation of EMP by ultrashort laser
pulses in air and on dielectric surfaces is analyzed and dis-

FIG. 11. (Color) Simulation of EMP generation from a dielectric
surface. Panels show laser intensity(unshaded contours), and total
EMP flux IEMP=sIr

2+ Iz
2d1/2 (shaded contours) in the sz,rd plane at

times (a) t=0, (b) t=0.3 psec,(c) t=0.7 psec, and(d) t=1 psec.
Dashed line atz=0 indicates the boundary between airsz,0d and
dielectric sz.0d. Laser parameters att=0 are lo=0.8 mm, IL0

=1013 W/cm2, tL=200 fsec, andRo=0.1 mm. Parameters for the
dielectric are taken to beno=3, nK=7310−15 cm2/W, Uion=3 eV,
,=2, andIMP=531014 W/cm2.
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cussed. Multiphoton ionization leads to the creation of a
plasma filament in the medium. The plasma currents driven
by the ponderomotive forces associated with the laser pulse
are the source of the EMP. The plasma currents, however,
decay rapidly behind the laser pulse due to the large electron
collision frequency. For a plasma density ofne,1016 cm−3,
the electron collision frequency isne,531012 sec−1 (for
Te=1 eV), and the duration of the plasma current is,1/ne
,200 fsec. The duration of the EMP at a fixed axial position
is roughly equal to the laser pulse duration plus the plasma
decay time,,tL+1/ne, which is typically a few hundred
femtoseconds. The conversion efficiency from the laser pulse
to EMP radiation is found to be extremely small in both air
and on dielectric surfaces. Typical conversion efficiencies are
on the order of 10−9. The EMP frequency spectrum is broad
with a characteristic frequency determined by the laser pulse
duration and the electron collision time and not by the local
plasma frequency. Our results are fundamentally different
from those in Refs.[30,31]. For example, in a steady state
propagation regime the EMP is nonradiative and the energy
flux is axially directed with no net radial component. We
show that in a transient propagation regime radiative flux of

EMP energy is possible provided a Cherenkov-like condition
is satisfied. Several examples of EMP generation have been
simulated and discussed. Our results predict a peak EMP
power of,8 W for the parameters of the experiment in Ref.
[17], corresponding to an efficiency of,10−9 for the radial
power flow. In another example, using a high energy laser
pulse s0.5 Jd we find that the ionization losses of the laser
pulse are significant and that the pulse eventually reaches a
quasiequilibrium state. Finally, simulations of EMP genera-
tion from the interaction of a laser pulse with a dielectric
medium show that EMP intensities on the order of MW/cm2

can be generated. Most of the EMP energy, however, is re-
flected by the plasma formed at the surface of the dielectric.
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